
Human Relations
In a Bank

t This case study of how executives make
human relations decisions shows that an
organization is what all the people in it
make it — whether bank, office, or factory.

By Chris Argyris

The primary task of any management is to
weld its people into an effective organization.
Obviously, in doing this executives are contin-
ually faced wfith making decisions involving
human relationships. But, even though making
these decision^ is an integral part of the execu-
tive's daily life; little research is available show-
ing how he actiually makes them or what effects
they have on His organization as a whole.

In the hopd of throwing some light on this
subject, I propt)se to report here the results of a
study I made <|f a group of bank officers. Tbat
these executive^ recognized tbe existence of hu-
man relations iproblems in their organization,
without being ^ble to assess them effectively, was
indicated in m} very first contact with them:

Officer: We l̂ ave a progressive bank. Our wages
are almost the highest for hanks in the area. Our
benefits compare with the best. Yet our employees'
attitudes aren't \^hat they ought to be.

Argyris: You feel the employees' attitudes are
not what you wOuld like them to be?

Officer: Yes, but don't think I'm the only one
who feels that wjay. All the officers agree on that.

Argyris: Sometimes the employees' view of the
problem is not the same as management's. If this
is the case, thei^ maybe from their point of view
they ought to have the attitudes they do exhibit.

Officer: Well, however you look at it, we want
to know what our employees are thinking. Would
you be interested in doing some research to help us
find out?

I agreed to do the research; proceeded to in-
terview 80% of the employees and all the offi-
cers (each interview took from 30 minutes to 3
hours); also observed the employees and officers
as they worked; and, of course, tried to put my
findings together into an over-all picture — one
which differs significantly from either the execu-
tives' picture or the employees' picture of the
bank's situation.

The results, I am convinced, have application
to business generally, and to many white-collar
situations particularly. I shall conclude with
two "working principles" for operating officers
to follow in making human relations decisions.

Executive Picture

Let me begin with a description of the offi-
cers' point of view concerning what their human
problems are and why those problems exist.
Then I can go on to analyze some of the hidden
assumptions behind the officers' point of view
— assumptions which they are not completely
aware of and which serve as a defense, prevent-
ing them from seeing clearly their part in the
human problems. Finally, I shall show what
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the officers consider to be their own weaknesses,
and discuss the corrective steps they have taken.

Officers' Viewpoint
All the officers held much the same views on

their human relations problems. The feelings
reported and the statements quoted are carefully
chosen to provide a representative picture.^

The employees lack a sense of loyalty to the
bank:

"People aren't what they used to be. No, sir!
I recall in my youth there were times when I
wasn't satisfied, when I was ready to quit — and
others felt the way I did — but we stuck it out.
We stuck it out; we were loyal!"

Bank work does not rate high with em-
ployees :

"I remember in the old days you had to have
your minister, teacher, and scoutmaster vouch for
you before you were even considered for a bank
job. I walked down the street knowing that I was
working at an important place in town. Today it's
different. People today aren't interested in making
banking a career. They'd just as soon work in an-
other place."

Money is everything to most employees:

"Five dollars a week. That's what I used to get
when I started. Mind you, that was high! I took
it and worked hard because I knew I had a future
and the bank was a good place to work. Nowadays,
people want to know how much money they are
going to get. Ask them to do something extra and
they expect a raise. Everything is tied to money."

Employees, especially younger ones, have an
unrealistic level of aspiration:

"Some of these youngsters come in and they ex-
pect to become an officer in no time. They don't
realize how difficult it is and how long it takes.
People talk about our schools underselling democ-
racy. If you ask me, they oversell it. The kids
come out of school expecting all sorts of things."

Some employees are spoiled hy living in a
period of full employment:

'The employees of today want a whole lot more
than did the employees of yesterday. They expect

'For a discussion of theoretical and methodological
problems, see Chris Argyris, Organizational Dynamics
and the Fusion Process (New Haven, Yale Labor and
Management Center, i954)-

' For the concept of "dominant assumptions see Harriet

easy work, coffee breaks, freedom to leave their
work and to have a smoke when they want it,
cafeterias, long lunch hours, and short working
hours. They want something for nothing."

Employees do not s/iotf high interest in their
work:

"I don't know what it is, but people don't show
the interest they used to. Today an employee wili
do just what you tell him — even less if he thinks
he can get away with it. People seem apathetic,
disinterested, if you ask me. They lack the desire
to learn their job and then to continually better
themselves."

Hidden Assumptions
What impresses me most in the officers' views

about the human problems in their bank is the
fact that there are two dominant assumptions -
implicit in all their statements:

1. The employees are not up to par; they lack
some important quality; they are inferior. (The
officers are condemning and criticizing the employ-
ees, saying that the situation will not improve un-
less the employees do better.)

2. Times have changed and people are not
what they used to be. (The officers blame "society,"
or "the times," for many of their employees' defi-
ciencies; they place the causes of the trouble out-
side the bank.)

The officers are not aware of the implicit as-
sumptions in their views. They are not con-
sciously trying to prevent necessary changes in
themselves or in their bank; they are not con-
sciously throwing the blame on someone else.
However, it is a fairly safe prediction tbat, as
long as tbe officers do have such assumptions,
it will be dif&cult for them to be as equitable
in their dealings with tbe employees as they de-
sire to be.

I base this prediction on two interrelated
pieces of knowledge about human behavior:
(i) A man's dominant assumptions are closely
tied to his concept of himself. (2) He always
tends to defend and preserve that concept, and
will distort or try to deny the fact of any experi-
ence tbat does not jibe with it.^ Thus, if be has
the strong belief tbat his employees are not up to
par, then he will unconsciously bias his judg-

O. Ronken and Paul R. Lawrence, Administering Changes
(Boston, Division of Research, Harvard Business School,

"See Carl R. Rogers, Client-Centered Therapy (Bos-
ton, Houghton Mifflin Company, 1951). PP- 497-5O9-



ments so that j he is proved correct and the em-
ployees wrong.

Officers' Owii Weaknesses

The executives were asked if they felt they
ought to cbai^ge — the question implying that
perhaps they ivere contributing to the problem.
"Of course," they rephed, "we most certainly
do need to change." But when they were asked
how they felt they ought to change, they an-
swered this way:

€ "If we only had good supervisory personnel —
I mean including all our officers — I think we
could lick all pur problems. Many of our officers
hate to take the initiative. . . . I tell them to go
ahead, make a decision. Of course stick within the
policy, but make a decision."

€ "Frankly, I believe many of our officers dislike
leading. Some |of them want to reprimand an em-
ployee, but they put it off. Finally, when they get
up enough coujrage, the incident has become cold,
and the employee wonders why the officer is criti-
cizing him."

« "There are a number of men who have been
with us for many years. They will never make
officers. We kjiow it. I tell the other officers to
tell these emp^yees exactly where they stand. Do
you think they ^o it? . . . No, instead they keep
patting everybody on the back hoping this will give
the slower one^ the push they need."

« "There are! a number of officers who ought to
attend some of those excellent banking courses run
by the ABA. They aren't really qualified. Some of
their employees know more than they do."

An analysis of these answers shows that there
are two weaknesses that the officers observe in
their own groilp:

(1) The officers ought to command and direct
more. They ought to learn how to get people to
work harder. They ought to show more enthusiasm
and "push" in dealing with their pesple.

(2) The officers ought to be less backward. They
should not feat to reprimand, whenever that is
necessary.

Tbe changes the officers propose for them-
selves follow perfectly logically from their as-
sumption about the employees. Since the em-
ployees are "wQak," the officers must be strong.
The officers dO want to change — but in the
direction of strengthening their concepts of
themselves. (IC is interesting to note that the
bank asked me to construct a training course
based on the officers' comments. If I had done
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this, a training program which simply perpetu-
ated the officers' prejudices would have been
the result.)

This does not mean that the officers' assump-
tion about the weak employees is invalid. On
the contrary; they are right as far as they go.
But they do not go far enough because they ex-
clude from consideration the part they them-
selves (along with the organization's policies)
play in creating the human problems they are
contending with.

Remedial Measures

Although the officers are not aware of some
of the consequences of their assumptions, they
are doing their best to better the situation as
they see it:

(1) They encourage social events and picnics
where everyone meets informally, so as to — in
their own thinking — (a) make the employees feel
closer to the bank, (b) help people to get to know
each other better, )'c) make the employees feel
closer to the officer group, and (d) drain off tensions
and conflicts that may arise during working hours.

(2) They contemplate new and better selection
of employees to raise the standards.

(3) They maintain an employee newspaper
through which the employees can learn about bank
activities, thereby helping the employees to identify
themselves with the bank.

(4) They have created many sports teams and
clubs for employees.

(5) They support the Employees' Association,
a nonaffiliated employee organization.

(6) They encourage the employees to enroll in
various educational activities to better themselves
in the field of banking.

(7) They install better equipment and remodel
the facilities as fast as the budget permits.

(8) They make an earnest effort to "get down
with" the employees to learn about their problems.
They continually try to instill in the employees a
feeling of freedom to speak their own minds.

(9) They have created special "birthday inter-
views" in which each employee has an opportunity
to talk with a top vice president.

(10) They pay wages that are among the high-
est for banks in the area and provide generous bene-
fits such as retirement, health insurance, and hos-
pitalization.

In all cases the company is doing things for
the employees. This is laudable; and it makes
sense on the basis of the officers' dominant as-
sumptions. But nothing is being done by the
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employees for the company, which research in-
dicates to be characteristic of situations where
morale and loyalty are high. Furthermore, little
is done to examine or recommend changes in
the behavior of the officers or in their policies.
Ever more important, no steps are being taken
to understand the everyday activities of tbe bank
from the point of view of the employees.

Employee Picture

Through interviews with officers and with
employees, I was able to form a picture of the
bank employees and from this to discover causes
for some of the human problems that arise.

Although I went into the research with the
assumption that every organization includes all
sorts of personalities, and although the questions
asked were "open-ended," I was continually
faced with data that suggested that this bank
tended to attract a particular type of person.
Apparently there is a "right type," both in the
eyes of management and in the eyes of the em-
ployees themselves.

The "Right Type" — Management
The reason, according to one officer, is that a

bank sells service to customers, and consequently
customer contact is crucial: "We must have the
right type in our bank."

When this officer was asked what constituted
the "right type," he said: "Well, that's hard to
say. Let me see . . . I guess it's . . . it is
. . . hmm, I guess you would say that the right
type is the right type." Although tbis answer
tells us very little about the "right type," it tells
us quite a bit about the officer. It indicates that
the criteria for the "right type" are so much a
part of the officer that he isn't aware of them —
or aware of himself, since they reflect his own
personality.

The officer went on to explain how he judged
job applicants:

"We always ask them who recommends them,
and usually we know a little hit about the other
person. We also consider the individual — is he
sloppy, is he neat, are his fingernails clean, and
what sort of poise does he have. His approach, you
know, that's an important thing for me. I size up
the person's approach.

"For example, I had a young kid come in the
other day and apply for a job. He was a junior in
high school. He came in and without saying any-
thing pulled out a package of cigarettes and started

smoking. Now can you imagine that — a junior
in high school comes in here, saunters in here, sits
down, picks up a cigarette and starts smoking, with-
out even asking if he could — so I knew that wasn't
the type for us and I let him go.

"I usually like a certain kind of youngster — a
quiet youngster, slightly on the nervous side. Oh,
I don't mean that he or she should be completely
upset, but I think that's the kind of person we are
looking for. They should have a certain amount of
poise and should not do too much talking."

Later during the same conversation, he said:

"Basically, I think we know the kind of person
we want. It is pretty much the same no matter
what his age or her age. You know, there is a right
type, and if we could only get that type in this
organization, what a wonderful bank we would
have; hut we just can't get the right type, so you
have to interview a lot of people and let some of
the ones that you really do not like come in be-
cause you have to get the job done; so now you
say, 'Can that person do a reasonably good job?' "

Another officer had strikingly similar ideas
about the criteria for new employees:

"When they come into the bank, I ask them
about their educational background, what courses
they have liked and disliked, about what they ex-
pect from their job. We ask them about extra-
curricular activities, and their answer is mostly
that they have had baby-sitter work and they
haven't had time for extra-curricular activities. I
think that's probably true for most of these kids,
since they haven't had the time as do the kids who
go to college.

"Then I try to get a feel as to whether I think a
person will make out in the bank or not. It's hard
to say exactly what I look for. I do know that I
can sense when a person is good or when he is not
going to work out in the bank."

When I asked him what sort of thing he
looked for, he said:

"Well, I look at their dress. Is the person over-
dressed? Or is she sloppily dressed? How do they
comb their hair? Is it too flashy? Or is it too slick?
Or is it messy? Then I look at their flngernails —
are they clean?

"Then I listen to the way they talk. Modulation
of their voice, the use of correct grammar. You
know, this is important because every person we
bring in we think of as a possibility for putting on
the window and meeting the public.

"Then I look to see if they have filled out the
application correctly and completely. Have they
asked permission for the references — although,



by the way, we don't use the references because
the school has J>retty much told us what they think
of them, and wfe much prefer to believe the school's
evaluation which would be probably less passionate
than the evalua|tion of some of the references."

The "Right Type" — Employees
In studying! the making of human relations

decisions by executives it is obviously necessary
to see what the executives are thinking, but why
is it necessary to interview the employees to get
their picture of the situation? Here are my rea-
sons (or dominant assumptions!) for thinking
that the emplojyees also must be listened to be-
fore any final analysis or recommendations can
be made:

(1) Any organization is composed of the behav-
ior of all its members. To understand the human
problems it is therefore important that all the
members' points of view be known.

(2) In a factpry, if a change is to be made in a
certain machine, the management usually makes
sure that those who are changing it know all about
the machine. The same principle is applicable to
handling people.

(3) There is ample evidence that employees dis-
tort their communications up the line, so that man-
agement learns what the employees want it to
learn. Therefore, employees will provide a more
accurate picture of their everyday life at the bank
when they are not talking to management.

(4) Within every individual and group in the
organization, thete lies the capacity and the know-
how to solve thq human problems that have been
created. The hdlp needed is guidance — to con-
struct an integrated picture of the problems and
to learn how each re-enforces the other, a circular
process wherein one problem "feeds on" the others
to maintain itself and "feeds back" to help main-
tain the others.

(5) In my mind inquiry is a necessary function
of management. I do not recommend it just be-
cause it happens ito be my specialty, but because I
believe it must be the first step in all human
relations decisions.

The employees describe themselves as follows:
1. People who consider themselves more capa-

ble of receiving direction than of giving direction
(70%).

2. People who feel more comfortable if they
are in situations ^^here they initiate action only for
themselves (46%) or where others initiate action
for them (27%).

3. People who prefer to be followers (4 7 % ) or
who have specific reservations about undertaking
leadership (26%). ®
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Some of their reservations about leadership
are significant:

C "I'll lead as long as I don't have to tell people
what to do."

« "I wouldn't mind being a leader if the people
under me could be left alone at their work."

C "I guess I'd like to lead, but sometimes I won-
der if I can do it."

« "I'd like to be the boss where you don't have
to do too much leading."

The pattern that emerges from these com-
ments is this: the "right type" seems to be quiet,
passive, obedient, cautious, and careful.

Sometimes people tell more about themselves
when they are speaking about something other
than themselves. So the employees were asked:
"What else (other than money) might keep
people here at the bank?" Here are some typical
responses:

« "You know you have a unique temperament in
the kind of person who works in a bank. Banks are
noted for security, for stability; and the ability to
get ahead and the ability to compete isn't too im-
portant. Competition for a job is not the important
thing. People want to earn a living wage, and they
want to have security. I mean that they want to he
able to know that their pay check will always be
in and will always be coming in, no matter what
happens, and I think that's the important thing.
And there are not too many exceptions to this rule.
I know plenty of people who are underpaid, and I
know that they will complain about the job, but
I don't think they will do anything about it. They
are not that kind of person."

« "I felt that if I wanted to stay in the bank, I
would have to resign myself to slower movement
than perhaps other people might have anywhere
else. You can't be a promoter in a bank ~ you
can't be one of these sharp cookies; you can't be a
man who gambles in a bank, and I think for that
reason you can't be tw much of a go-getter in a
bank and stay."

c "You know there are two kinds of people in a
bank — those that compete against each other and
have a rat race for the jobs, and those who don't
compete against each other and refuse to be in this
rat race. But in our bank there are most of the
latter."

« "I'll tell you what I think of it: It's not always
a pleasant thought to me. If you are a bootlicker
you will get along all right. I think if you speak
Ae way you fed, you will get nowhere — not here
The only thing that's good, you know, is to bow
down, to knuckle down to the guys. The way
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everybody goes around talking to each other about
the bad things around here is not good, but no one
wants to do anything."

From these statements, it is possible to niake
further inferences. An employee of the "right
type" apparently has (a) a strong desire for
security, stability, predictability in bis life; (b)
a strong desire to be left alone and to work in
relative isolation; and (c) a dislike of aggressive-
ness and/or hostility in himself or in others.

The kind of people who gravitate to tbe bank
and remain there are likely to bave personalities
which are compatible with the demands of tbe
organization, and to that extent tend to be simi-
lar. Then, as time goes on, the personality traits
most acceptable to the bank are tbe ones that
get strengthened, and this reinforces the tend-
ency to homogeneity. This is not to imply that
all the employees are tbe same. Here as in every
organization there is a range of acceptable per-
sonalities. But the point is that tbis range ap-
pears to be unusually narrow in banks — or at
least in this particular bank.

Consequences
Tbis conformity can be an advantage. Be-

cause of the greater homogeneity there may well
be fewer personality clashes. Further, because
in this particular case the accepted type is less
aggressive, there will be more employees able
to adapt to tbe slow promotion that is char-
acteristic of banks. But there are also serious
disadvantages.

Homogeneity of personalities can be a weak-
ness in that it leads to rigidity and inflexibility.
The officers, fortunately, are aware of the fact
tbat they do not have enough "go-getting" men,
especially since the bank is feeling tbe impact of
greater competition in its loan and trust busi-
ness; also, it is planning to expand operations.
So they are looking for some men who combine
aggressiveness with tbeir quiet, polite, "right-
type" traits. But tbis is just tbe beginning, so
there is no way to tell how far it will go or how
successful it will be. And in the meantime the
"right type" still prevails.

There is another weakness in having a major-
ity of this particular "right type." The person-
alities here will bave little difficulty in bemg
courteous, tactful, and diplomatic — just ex-
actly what the officers want them to be with
the customers and with each other. Behaving
in this manner minimizes the chances of overt

human difficulties, wbich lessens the possibility
of experiencing the hostile feelings of others or
expressing hostile feelings toward others. But
this, in turn, can have serious consequences.

No group of individuals who work together
can do so without some human.difficulties. Mis-
understandings arise, feelings are slighted, and
hostility is aroused in all organizations. And all
people quite naturally desire at times to be ag-
gressive or to express hostility. These desires
are to be expected and their expression is to be
encouraged because they help the individual
maintain equilibrium in his life.

Yet, as we bave seen, the "rigbt type" in the
bank dislikes either to express aggression or hos-
tility, or to bave these feelings expressed toward
him. Furthermore, the unwritten rules in the
organization are that "good" employees do not
behave in an aggressive or hostile manner.
What happens to these feelings of aggression
and hostility if they may not be expressed — or
if expressed they incur displeasure?

Most of tbe feehngs are bottled up. There
is a tight lid on the expression of negative feel-
ings for most people in the organization. This
is due not only to tbe personnel policies of the
organization but also to the desires of a major-
ity of the people. Indeed, tbe employees want
it tbis way. But keeping feelings "inside" and
at the same time working effectively is not an
easy accomplishment. It uses up psychological
energy; as one employee put it: "This takes a lot
out of you. Sometimes I'm dead tired when I go

home at night."
The fact that people do not express tbeir teel-

ings freely causes the employees' interactions to
be impersonal. They greet one another when
they meet; they are polite; they smile and pass
the time of day; but few discuss personal feel-
ings. This helps to account for the fact tbat
90% of the employees define the "nice" people
in tbe bank as those who are "polite and leave
you alone," and that 93% of tbe employees state
they have no close friends in the organization.

Executive Leadership
The bank officers, as mentioned, described

themselves as somewhat "weak." Let us look
into this a little further.

Dependence and Responsibility
The organizational power a leader has comes

from the fact that his subordinates are dependent



on him (this ^ay be called the "principle of de-
pendency" )̂ for at least three important power
processes:

1. Authority: telling them what to do and
what not to dô

2. Reward and penalty: rewarding obedience
and penalizingjdisobedience (psychologically as weU
as materially).

3. Perpetuation: hiring and firing.

When we examine these three power processes
in the bank, we find that they are scarcely exer-
cised by the officers. The employees report that
they are practically never (i.e., less than once a
week) in contact with their officers for reasons
of authority (79%), for reward and penalty
(91%), or for perpetuation (81%).

An overwhelming number of employees dur-
ing the interviews mentioned spontaneously
their appreciation of being their own bosses. As
noted earlier, they cherish the opportunity to
work without: someone breathing down fiieir
necks. They like the idea of not having to work
under pressure. They are quick to point out that
this is one reason why they would not like to
leave the bank. Thus, "I am my own boss" is
the second mo^t frequently reported reason why
employees stay in the bank (security being the
first reason).

Corollary tô  this is the fact that all the em-
ployees interpBet the weak power process as an
indication of the officers' trust and feeling that
they are responsible individuals.

The notion of "self-responsibility" requires
further analysis. Since the formal organization
minimizes the expression of authority, reward
and penalty, ^nd perpetuation, the expression
of these is left up to the individual. He must
be his own director, his own policeman. There
is only one way an individual can do this; he
must express hk own personality. Thus, a weak
set of power processes provides the employees
with an unusually strong opportunity to express
their own personalities.

This part wotks out all right since, as pointed
out earlier, the employees tend to conform to
the "right type" and so in expressing their per-
sonalities they are expressing the characteristics
the bank rewards. This accounts, I believe, for
three important facts.

'For a discussi^u of the principle of dependency, see
Chns Argyns, "Executive Leadership: Developing It
in Yourself and in Others," a chapter in a forthcoming
book to be puhUs^ed hy the McKinsey Foundation for
Management Reseatch, New York.
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(1) Very few people quit. This is true in spite

of high negative feelings about the wage level, as
shown by statements such as the following:

C "The salary is not high. We call it 'baby-
sitting wages.' Well, naturally everybody's look-
ing for more money, and I'd say that people
around here feel that they are not getting paid
well. I think a big complaint that people have is
that there is too big a spread between the officers
and the clerks. There's too big a gap. A lot of
us, you know if you look at it, we're not getting
too much more than some of the newcomers,
maybe a couple of dollars more.

"Of course I realize that times are hard and
it's difficult to get employees; but still you feel
that here I am, I've been here for 29 years.
You'd think they would give me some recognition
for service. I realize that not all of us can be
officers, but if those of us that can't are doing a
good job, I think they should recognize that."

ii "As I've come to see it, most people in the
bank feel we are overstaffed with officers. We've
got too many up there — too many old fellows,
and that's why salaries are what they are. They
have to maintain these officers. They have to
pay them high salaries, and we can't do anything
about it.

"But when you come right down to it, it's the
older fellows that are getting a bad deal. They
feel the bank's attitude is that these guys have
been here for twenty years and they'll never
leave. They know they've got the old-timer, and
they don't give a damn!"

(2) The bank is not unionized. Although there
have been several attempts at organization, they
have all failed, and I predict the bank will never
be unionized as long as it hires people of the
"right type," and to the extent that it changes
internally.

(3) There are virtually no informal groups. Ex-
cept for the bookkee]3ing and block departments,''
employees did not mention, nor did I observe, any
informal groups. The reason is apparently that
the employees obtain adequate satisfaction from
their relations with the customers and from the
fact that they are their own bosses.

Employee Response

The people respond ambivalently to the type
of leadership they get in the bank. On the one
hand, they insist that weak leadership is not an

' The bookkeeping and block departments are difFerent
in a number of respects, and for the most part have heen
disregarded in this discussion. See Chris Argyris, "Human
Relations in the Bookkeeping Department," Bankina
January 1954, pp. 52-54.
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excuse for them to ease up on their work. On
the other, they admit that they are not working
hard. But, they add quickly, the reason for any
laxity in their work is wage policy and not weak
leadership. I believe that both factors affect the
laxity and indifference in work. Poor reward
provides the excuse to "goldbrick," while weak
authority provides the opportunity.

The employees clearly do not like tbe low
wages. However, being the "right type," or ad-
hering to it, they do not complain much to
management; they "get even" witb management
in other ways. Work inefficiency, apathy toward
the job, high absenteeism, complaints about such
things as lighting, cafeterias, and so on, are
some of the adaptive measures.

Tbe outcome is tbat the employees' level of
aspiration is low or "just tolerable." They are
not shooting high; they are doing just enough
to get by.

And since the leadership is weak, the em-
ployees have plenty of opportunity just to "get
by." This leads them to set up their own domi-
nant assumptions about their bank — "easy
place to work," "no one breathes down your
neck," "you don't have to kill yourself," "little
pressure," and so on — and these become the
informal standards by which they behave.
Further, the employees "sell" the bank as a place
to work in terms of their assumptions, and the
people who come in on the recommendation of
other employees (about 50%) come expecting
easy work and little pressure.

Over-All Picture
Thus, we bave a series of processes that dove-

tail with and act on each other to provide a
cumulative effect:

(1) An employee of the "right type" tends to
come in and remain in the organization.

(2) Because of weak leadership and the kind of
job he has, the employee obtains unusually high
personality expression. This leads to feelings of
self-responsibility.

(3) Since wages are low, and since the "right
type" finds it difficult to express his feelings about
the wages to management, he gets even by setting
the lowest possible working standard.

(4) The employee can get away with this be-
cause the leadership is weak.

(5) This leads to dominant assumptions about
the bank on the part of employees which will per-
petuate the low standard of performance.

(6) Any officer who tries to become more di-
rective will incur the wrath of the employees, since
he will by definition be deviating from the domi-
nant assumptions of the employees.

(7) Since the officer also tends to be the "right
type," he lets the employee alone rather than arouse
hostility toward himself.

(8) This, in turn, leads the employees to feel
that the officers are approving of their dominant
assumptions.

(9) Moreover, since a substantial share of the
new employees are brought in by the present bank
employees, they come into the bank with "built-in"
expectations of doing a minimal amount of work.

(10) The new employees are or act as if they
are of the "right type," and we are now back where
we began, only more so.

And this is by no means a complete picture
of the situation. For example:

The senior officers sense that the junior (de-
partmental) officers manifest weak leadership. By
the same process of thought that the juniors use to
understand the employees, the seniors place the
blame for this weakness on the juniors. They con-
clude that there is a need to develop in the officers
the ability to be more forceful, and that they must
be very careful about giving "weak" junior officers
the power to hire and fire, raise and lower wages,
and so forth. Although they encourage recom-
mendations by their subordinates, they reserve the
right to make the official decisions.

So, in effect, the junior officers have had two of
the power processes taken away from them (re-
ward and penalty and perpetuation). The em-
ployees realize this — they report it so in their in-
terviews. This leads to a severe weakening of the
officers' positions in their departments. The em-
ployees describe many of the officers as "office boys
with clean collars," who have to "run up" to get
anything done.

All this affects the officer group in two ways.
Those who are trying to be stronger feel frustrated
because they do not have the necessary power.
Those who are not trying to be stronger take ad-
vantage of the situation. It provides them with an
excellent rationalization for not feeling responsible.
As one officer put it: "All right, if they want to run
the show — let them!" Another said: "I can't see
how I can operate effectively with my hands tied.
Let them worry." Thus the policy initiated by the
top men to "back up" the weak officers actually
makes them weaker. And it acts to block the offi-
cers who are trying to develop themselves.

This process fits in perfectly with the one
outlined above. It reinforces the weak leader-



ship, increase? feelings of self-responsibility on
the part of tljie employees, and reinforces the
employees' doi^inant assumptions about the bank
as an "easy place to work."

If our pictuire is correct, we can draw the fol-
lowing conclusions, bearing on the human rela-
tions decisions the officers have already made:

C The officers' dominant assumptions, that the
employees are lazy and lack interest and loyalty,
are correct. Their belief that the cause lies in the
employees or in social trends is not entirely correct.
The cause can also be traced to (a) the kind of
personality perpetuated, (b) the type of leadership,
and (c) the nature of the work at the bank.

C The officers' desire to become "stronger" and
"more direct" if fulfilled will lead to (a) less per-
sonality expression on the part of the employees,
(b) less feeling bf self-responsibility, which in turn
will increase the employees' tension and hostility
resulting from itheir frustration and conflict, and
(c) more tension; among the officers where they sense
the tension and hostility of the employees and,
being the "right type," are not able to cope with
them. The officers may either become more di-
rective or increase the gap between themselves and
the employees. Since they themselves are the
"right type," the probability is high that the latter
will occur. This will tend to create a somewhat
castelike system in the bank.

c The parties, picnics, newspapers, teams and
clubs, educational opportunities, and the remodel-
ing of the bank will have little efFect on the basic
causes of the human relations problems.

C The increase in benefits that has been made
affects the employees' lives outside the bank (when
they are sick, on, vacation, and so on). These bene-
fits, by strengthening the appeal to the "right type"
rather than making relations within the bank more
personal, will tend to reinforce the apathy, the
low performance standards, and the lack of interest
in the job.

Suggested Action
What, then, can the bank do? If this study

has a message, it is that understanding the
causes of human relations problems is not sim-
ple. It is even Jess simple to remedy them. A
basic reason for the difficulty is that once the
"disease" has caught on, it affects so many parts
of the organization that it is difficult to know
where to start.

In medicine the first step in curing an illness
IS to build a healthy body. Similarly, the bank
must try to build a healthy organization. To do
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this, it must start at the top. The operating
officers need to carefully examine themselves and
the impact they have on each other. For exam-
ple, it would be helpful for them to become
aware of their own feelings about their inability
to communicate freely with one another.

In short, the top group ought to manifest all
the characteristics that it would like to see in
the employees. And, as a matter of fact, this
need was recognized during the first feed-back
session with the top officers, after my research
was completed. Although the meeting began
with the question, "What can we learn about
our employees}" it ended with the feeling de-
scribed by one of the officers, "Before we go
changing anything or anyone, maybe we ought
to look at ourselves." From this point on, action
for change will stem from the desires of the
officers for the kind of organization they want.

But "taking the lead" is only the beginning.
Analysis suggests that such factors as the "right
type,'' "weak leadership," "self-responsibility,"
and "low wages" have both strengths and weak-
nesses from the point of view not only of man-
agement but also of employees. Can manage-
ment alone provide the answers? Or is it per-
haps worth while to enlist the help of the em-
ployees—sitting down with them in small
groups and planning together what kind of a
place the bank ought to be? The final approach
finds its strength in the fact that an organization
is what all the people in it decide it ought to he.

Working Principles

In this area of human relations decisions
what practical rules, for operating executives
generally, may be drawn from the research in
the bank? I believe there are two which are
worth considering:

(i) One of the prime prerequisites for mak-
ing effective decisions in human relations is self-
insight or self-awareness.« Human relations de-
cisions always involve people's feelings, preju-
dices, and values — including those of the per-
son making the decisions. Such decisions are
deeply affected by the conception the executive
has of himself as a person and as a leader. Con-
sequently, it is almost impossible for him to be
objective. He will tend to see those facts that
he wants or needs to see. He may without being

•See F. J. Roethlisberger, "The Administrator's SklU-
Communication, HARVARD BUSINESS REVIEW, Novem-
ber-December 1953, p. 55.
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aware of it distort the facts that do not jibe with
his own self-concept.'

Once he is aware of bis prejudices, values,
and feelings, the executive will be able to com-
pensate for the bias in his decision making. Self-
awareness acts somewhat like the "Kentucky
windage" a marksman uses when he knows that
for some reason the sights on his rifle are not
accurate. Please note that I am not suggesting
executives must change their prejudices, values,
and feelings. I am simply pleading for increased
awareness of them.

(2) Another vital rule for the executive mak-
ing human relations decisions is that he must
always know the employees' feelings and views
on the matter to be decided. The very nature of
our modern industrial organization makes em-
ployees subordinate to and dependent on their
bosses for such things as directions, rewards and
penalties, and perpetuation in the company.
However, tbis dependence is disliked by people
in our culture because they have been raised to
strive for relative independence. Consequently,
they may adapt to their situation by becoming
apathetic and uninterested.

To "compound the felony," the dependency
relationship usually leads people to become
leader-centered in their thoughts and in their
actions. For example, they may continually
"feel out" the boss; they may continually work
on problems that they believe he is interested
in; they may communicate to the boss what they
think he wants to hear.

•' For a discussion of defense reactions see Chris Argyris,
Personality Fundamentals for Administrators, rev. edition
(New Haven, Yale Labor and Management Center, i955)-

What I am driving at is tbis: when the ex-
ecutive wants to "get the facts" from employees,
especially on human relations problems, he must
keep the relationship of dependency in mind.
The chances are against the executives' obtain-
ing all tbe facts even if he pleads for them. This
is especially true if the employees believe the
facts will show that the boss has been wrong.
Apparently, upward communication of problems
is also blocked if the employees like their boss.
(One employee remarked: "Our boss is a hell
of a nice guy. He really means well. Why hurt
him — why bother him with these problems?
They'll get worked out some day.")

How then is the executive to get the employ-
ees' point of view? This will require careful,
patient interviewing (with a minimum of talk
and a maximum of listening) to gain the em-
ployees' confidence and minimize the effects of
the dependency relationship, which stares the
employee in the face every time he talks to

his boss.
And he must get their point of view because,

as tbis study indicates, understanding comes
about when the executive is able to specify the
correct human problems (i.e., the problems as
seen by the people he is trying to understand)
and is able to list them in correct sequential
order so that he can clearly see bow the first
leads to the second, the second to the third, and
so on, in their full complexity. Such an ap-
proach by its very nature cautions against that
type of decision making which inevitably leads
to more difficulties — attempting to solve hu-
man relations problems one by one as if they
were independent of one another.






